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Human Radiation Dose Assessment of the ACP Experimentation 
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The Advanced spent釦.elConditioning Process(ACP) is under development for the effl巴ctivemanagement of spent 
fuels which have been generated in nuclear plants.百leACP needs a hot cell where most of the operations will be 
perfonned. To give priority to environmental safety， radiation dose巴valuationfor the raruoactive nuclides was 
prelirninarily perfonned with the basic concept design report，由emeteorological data and the recent site specific data. 
According to the production and release rate ofthe nuclides， dos巴evaluationsfor residents around the facility were 
perfonned. Evaluation results compared with the regulation lirnits presented a very good safety level， but仕le
el白血ationefficiency for several irnpoはantnuclides has to be highly maintained 
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1. Introduction 

A1though a lot ofnuclear power plants tend to operate in 
high burnup nowadays， the proportion of nuclear pow巴rfor 
electricity supply is getting higher and the amount of spent 
fuels has increased accordingly. On the contrary， the storage 
capacity of spent fuels is expected to be saturated before 
long because there is still no permanent disposal site in 

Korea. To solve this kind ofproblem， ACP (Advanced spent 
fuel Conditioning Process) was proposed as th巴 main
concept to convert oxide spent fuel to metallic uranium in a 
LiCl solution at a high temperature and therefore， to reduce 
the quantiiy of spent fuel by 1/4， radioactivity by 1/4 and the 
necessary disposal area by 1/2. Such a proceeding is 
expected to improve the disposal safety & economical 
savings and also to help choose a storage site more easily. 

For demonstration and a hot test of the ACP，α嗣γhot
cells will be located in the base floor of the IMEF (Irradiat巴d
Material Examination Faci1ity) in KAERI (Korea Atomic 
Energy Research Institute). According to the facilities new 
site data， this study performed the evaluation with the 
GASDOS program which has been developed by USNRC 
and revised by KINS(Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety) 

afterwards because all nuclear facilities should be 
investigat巴dfor radiation doses to the operators and the 
enV1ronment. 

11. Radiation Source Dete:rmination 
Because ACP is a dry process1)， 2¥ there is no liquid 

source. To determine how much nuclear materials and 
radioactivities are treated during the proc巴ss，this study set 
upth巴sourcespecifications as follows; 

-Spent fuel quantity in a year : 

100kg-HM(20kglbatch， 5 batches/y) 
回Initialenrichm巴nt:3.5 wt% 
-Assembly average burnup : 43，000 MWD/MTU 

* Corresponding author， Tel. +82・42・868-8619，Fax. 
+82・42同 868・2864，E陣mail:syskook@kaeri.re.kr 

同 Coolingtime : 10 years 
ORIGEN幽 2 program calculated the mass and 

radioactivity for each nuclide by considering the source 
specifications above， for all the proceeding steps and the 
process operating concept. As a resultラ Tabie1 shows the 
total radioactivity treated during a normal opera討onin ayear 
as 1.38E+15 Bq. 

Table 1.百leAmount ofRadioactivity Treatment in Hot Cell 
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Metal Uranium 

Volatile Fission Products (H， Kr) 

4 

Molten Salts 
2 

2.0IE+13 

4.52E+l4 

Total 1.38E+l5 

Fission gases which include H四 3，1， Kr， Xe and so on 
would vaporize and be exhausted through the ventilation 

duct according ぬ eachprocedure conditionラ butalmost all 
the fission gases tend to be discharged during the vol圃

oxidation step and the rest would come out during the 

metallization or smelting procedure. Cesium in a CS203 

form is expected to flow out when the metallization 
procedure is operated at 6500C and the remaining Cs， Sr and 
Ru in a chemical compound form would beexhausted 
entirely during the smelting & casting procedure operated at 

1400oC. 
To紅白atthe radioactive gases mentioned above， an off-

gas clean-up system is required and has to consist of 
TGTぐThermalGradient Tube) for semi-volatile gas， Metal 
Wool for minute particles， SIZ(Silver Impregnated Zeolite) 
for iodin巴， Molecular Sieve 5A for tritium and a f臣 PA但igh
Efficiency Particulate Air) filter for the not yet disposed 

gases. Exhaust gases go through the off-gas clean-up system 
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and pass the hot cell e対laustequipments and final1y go out 
of the bui1ding through HANARO (Korean Mul討purpose
Research Reactor (Kl¥恨め stack. To deterr凶nethe 
radioactive gas re1e個 eamounts， it is necessary to examine 
the off-gas clean-up system and perform an efficiency test. 
In Table 2， the produced rate in the first co1umn means how 
much of each nuclide is released from the examination 
equipment and the middle co1umns disp1ay the 0匹gas
remova1 efficiency for each trap unit and the 1ast co1umn 
sums up. Every nuclide re1ease q田 ntitywhich w槌

generated during也eACP will be calcu1ated with the 1ast 
co1umn data個 aradioactive source. 

Table 2. Produced rate and removal e:首iciencyin帥品位apfor 
important nuclides in the off-gas 

Remova1 Effi出向r(%) Released ~ 
Nuc出.e! R拙 γ一一糊四百一一叩寸問問一 Rate

HEP A2 ~ Charcoa1 1 
一 一但q/y:

111. Determination of atmospheric Dispersion 

Factor 

The method of radiation dose ass回 smentfor the human 
body has two categories， which are extema1 and int釘na1
dose. The b出 icroute of the extema1 dose includes 
deposition on the ground and radioactive clouds which 
contain radioactive minute particles floa出gin the air. For 
the Intema1 dose， there is inhalation by breathing and 
ingestion by eating vegetab1es and meats. Dispersion factor 
of the eva1uation referred to the mode1s of the US NRC 
Regulatory Guide 1.1113). 

Dispersionけpeof ACP corresponds to a high-a1titude 
dispersion because the meteoro1ogica1 observation tower 
measures data at a 67meter height. Meteoro10gica1 data is 
collected企om160 mesh zones which have a center in the 
concemed facility and consist of 16 directions and 10 
dis凶 cesteps. Figure 1 shows these mesh zones around the 
faci1ity. Data at由esite boundary (about 800m) usually 
indicates the maximum va1ues and the eva1uation takesぬis
data for a conservative consideration. The code a1so needs 
mi1k， meat， vegetab1e production and popu1ation data for 
each mesh zone and出isdata have to be updated every 5 

years. Because new data acquisition is in progress也isyear， 
data for 1996 and 1997 was introduced into this research. 
For another conservatism， this study did not consider 
radioactive decay and deposition of the meteoro1ogica1 
dispersion factor. 

Figure 1. Mesh zones for meteorologica1 dispersion factor 
ca1culation. 

Table 3 shows the dose assessment study cases4-7) of the 
facili討esrelated to the HANARO bui1ding for the past 
severa1 years (HANARO bui1ding consists of IMEF， 
RIPF(Radioactive Isotope Production Faciliザ)and itse1f). 

Having a focus on the meteoro1ogica1 dispersion va1ue， 
there is a si酔ificantdifference between the middle and the 
1a枕erha1f of the 1990's. The reason is assumed to be白紙

the recent advances of meteoro1ogical data ana1ysis he1ps get 
more precise va1ues and for that reason， a further more 
accurate calculation is needed. KAERI Annual Report7) 
gives recent data for atmospheric di叩ersionfactors and 
d叩ositionfactors and this study used them. 

IV. Radiation Dose Evaluation 

Dose limit for residents around the nuclear facilities 
should be maintained 10wer than the regulation 1泊lits
proposed by USNRC and MOST(Minis句， of Science & 

Techno1ogy， Korea) notification No. 2002-23(Standard for 
Radiation Protection)3)，の. The GASP AR code based its 

main concept on the USNRC regulation notification 1.109 
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and has been used for evaluation of gaseous radioactive 
effluents. KINS revis巴d GASP AR with 由eKorean 
geographical features data and took the ICRP・60
recommendations for new dose conv巴rsionfactors into 
account. The effective dose conversion coefficients are 
based on the new tissue weighting factors for external 
exposure企omthe radionuc1ides deposited on the ground 
surface. In the externa1 dose case， this study applied the 
dose factor proposed by IAEA safety Seriω115 for 
exposure doses企omradioactive clouds. lnhalation and skin 
exposure dose factors by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 were 
applied， too. 

ICRP(International Commission on Radiological 
Protection) and IAEA recommend six age groups for people 
instead of the original four age groups， but there are slight 
differences between two age groups and therefore this study 
considered only the child age group which is the most 
sensitive one. Since the most important standards of dose 
assessment are Effective Dose and Organ Equiva1ent Dose， 
this study concentrates on these two categories. 

V. Evaluation at Accident 
Safety ana1ysis of a nuclear faciliザ mustbe performed 

for not only normal operation but also operation in accident 
cases. For an accident analysis， accident types and 
conditions should be assumed and radioactivity release rate 
should be calculated丘omthem. The a回lOsphericdispersion 
data for an accident refers to the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145 and it is assumed to be that all radioactive gases and 
partic1es would escape the examination facility in 2 hours. 
The fol1owing accidents could happen during the normal 
operation ofHot Cells. 

国 Fissiongas release du巴tothe duct system failure 
-Fire in a Hot Cell (inc1uding uranium powder ignition 

by careless出 a加 ent)
-Treatment fai1ure ofthe fission gas decay heat 
Among the accident cases above， radioactivity release by 

a fire would be the most dangerous accident. 

VI. Results & Discussion 
Table 4 be10w shows the radiation dose for residents and 

the data compared with the regulations. Krypton-85， Carbon-
14 and Tritium were considered to be re1eased totally 
because there is no way to control and remove them c1ear1y. 
Therefore， it dominates the efti巴ctivedose(10%，0.7% and 
64% for each)， but the result value is slight. 

Thyroid is known as the most sensitive organ ωradiation， 
and for that reasonヲ itis representatively selected for the 
radiation dose evaluation of human organs. In this study， 1-
129 dominates吐leOrgan Equival巴ntDose， especially for the 
thyroid. But， its effect does not seem to be a big problem 
becausetheiodine住apinstallation like the other studies was 
considered and the trap efficiency was highly applied at 1 %6). 
For each case of effective dose and thyroid， the results of 
evaluation during a normal operation sati均 theregulation 
limit and design limit. 
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Tab!e 4. Comparison ofthis evalu富士ionresult with regulation. 

It 巴悶I百m Re培柳g別μu叫1凶a“O叩n Reβ郎畑捌s凱叫叫u
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Equivalent 5.55E+09 2.38E+08 4.3 
jDOSE ij..- 仕lyrωj

Evaluation results for the assumed accident case(Fire in 
Hoもcell)are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Evaluation result for Accident Case(Fire in Hoもcell)

1蜘 izzJzzai
ト…γ 了棚上空則的十叫 J
izt:トコJ……十J…ト…J
トーヰ主任1.41五+-6十1.7中平J

According to Table 4 and Table 5， it is∞ncluded that 
th巴 radiationdose assessment evaluation of ACP drove an 
accep包bleresult for safety. As a conc1usionラ metallization
of uranium oxides with above-mentioned conditions in the 
a -y type hotcell could affect the environment by inevitable 
radioactive particles and gases release. But this study shows 
that radiation effect around facility is insignificant and helps 
uranium metallization r巴searchfor spent fuel仕eatmentto 
develop with environmental safety. 
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